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NEW QUESTION: 1
From the Cisco UCS Manager GUI, which two configurations can be
performed for Cisco UCS C-Series Rack-Mount Servers from the
rack server discovery policy? (Choose two.)
A. Whether the server is discovered immediately or after the
acknowledgement of the administrator
B. Defines the scrub policy to be used upon discovery
C. Defines the management IP address to be associated to the
server upon discovery
D. Defines the Cisco Host Upgrade Utility ISO file for the rack
servers connected to the fabric interconnects
E. Reverts a -Series server from Cisco UCS domain mode to
standalone mode
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/unified_computing/ucs/sw/g
ui/config/guide/2-0/
b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Guide_2_0/b_UCSM_GUI_Configuration_Gui
de_2_0_chapter_0 1100.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has implemented an Oracle application on a VMAX with
a mix of Enterprise Flash Drives (EFD) and FC 15K drives. EFD
are configured in RAID 5 and FC 15K both in RAID 5 and RAID 1.
In terms of IOPS activity, reads are predominant over writes.
The customer decided to place a portion of the database in each
tier. Which Oracle database object(s) is suitable to be placed
on the FC 15K RAID 1 drives?
A. Data files
B. Redo logs files
C. Index files
D. Temp file
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A developer reports receiving an Error 403: Access Denied
message when they try to download an object from an Amazon S3
bucket. The S3 bucket is accessed using an S3 endpoint inside a
VPC, and is encrypted with an AWS KMS key. A solution architect
has verified that the developer is assuming the correct IAM
role in the account that allows the object to be downloaded.
The S3 bucket policy and the NACL are also valid.
Which additional step should the solutions architect take to
troubleshoot this issue?
A. Verify that the IAM rote has permission to decrypt the

referenced KMS key.
B. Ensure that blocking all public access has not been enabled
In the S3 bucket.
C. Check that local firewall rules are not preventing access to
the S3 endpoint.
D. Verify that the IAM rote has the correct trust relationship
configured.
Answer: B
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